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CHAPTER 3 PRIMER DESIGN CRITERIA 

In this chapter, we will discuss five basic elements of primer design criteria. The 

first section is melting temperature. In PCR experiment, there are three temperature- 

dependent steps: DNA denaturation, primer-template annealing, and DNA synthesis 

by a thermo-stable DNA polymerase. Rychlik [10] proposed that purity and yield of 

PCR depend strongly on melting temperature. Since we introduce several empirical 

functions to calculate melting temperature. The second section is self annealing and 

self-end annealing. We use a simple scoring function to measure the possiblity of 

primer-dimer effect. The third section is pairs annealing and pairs-end annealing. We 

will use former scoring function to avoid the hybridization between each primer. The 

fourth section is GC content. We will use one formula to calculate the percent of GC 

in one primer. The fifth section is primer length. The length of primer will influence 

other elements of primer design criteria. At the last section, we introduce the 

nearest-neighbor model and some relative thermodynamic data. 

3.1 Melting Temperature 

The definition of melting temperature by SantaLucia [11, 12] as follows: “the 

temperature at which half of the DNA strands are in the double-helix state and half are 

in the “random-coil” state.” 

Calculating the melting temperature of primer can be performed in several ways. 

Therefore, a better computation of the melting temperature does not appear to exist 

until now. We listed these methods in the following table3.1.  

Several studies [2, 4, 6, 10, 11, 12] have been done using one same function to 

calculate empirically melting temperature. This function was applied to the 
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nearest-neighbor model which originate from Borer [1] with thermodynamic values 

table to predict melting temperature from given nucleotide sequences. We discuss 

more details of this equation (3.1) as follows: 
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Here, H∆ is the sum of the nearest-neighbor enthalpy changes for hybrid 

formation (unit is kcal*mol-1), S∆ is the sum of the nearest-neighbor entropy 

changes for hybrid formation (unit is cal*k-1*mol-1), R is molar gas constant (= 1.987 

cal*k-1*mol-1), and tC  is the total molar concentration of annealing oligonucleotides 

for self-complementary or Ct/4 for non-self complementary. The concentration of salt 

solution, +k , is often equal to 1 M NaCl. 

The improper melting temperature will lead to a lot of bad influences to the product 

of PCR. Therefore, melting temperature is one critical factor for PCR experiment. 

Generally better PCR result are obtained when the melting temperature for both 

primers are similar. 

In summary, Kampke [6] pointed out that a proper computation of the primer 

melting temperature does not exist, but a prominent approximation is achieved by 

nearest-neighbor method. We decided to use equation (3.1) as our default function to 

predict more accurate melting temperature. 

There are some different melting temperature equations in other paper in the 

following table: 
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Table 3.1 Other Melting Temperature Functions 
Source [9], 1961 
Formula Tm = 69.3+0.41(GC percent content) 
 
Source [7], 1990 
Formula Tm = 81.5°C + 16.6* log M + 0.41*(%GC) – 500/amplified length 
 
Source http://cancer-seqbase.uchicago.edu/primers.html 
Formula Tm = 59.9 + 0.41*(%GC) - 600/length 
 
Source http://seqcore.brcf.med.umich.edu/doc/dnaseq/primers.html 
Formula Tm = 81.5°C + 16.6* log[Na] + 0.41*(%GC) - 675/length – 

0.65*(%formamide) - (%mismatch) 
 
Source http://www.alkami.com/primers/refprmr.htm 
Formula To calculate Ta for primers <= 20 bps uses:  

[4(G + C) + 2(A + T)] - 5°C  
(See Suggs et al. 1981)  
 
To calculate Ta for primers > 20 bps uses:  
62.3°C + 0.41°C (%G-C) - 500/length - 5°C  
(See Bolton & McCarthy 1962) 

 

3.2 Self-Annealing and Self-end Annealing 

In the beginning, Hiller [5] defined that “annealing scores are intended to provide 

simple measures of base pairing propensity of the primer with the various non-target 

sequences present in the reaction.” 

Kampke [6] then pointed out that “each primer needed to be tested unwanted 

hybridization with itself by testing self annealing and self-end annealing. The test 

accounts for the “primer-dimer” effect that is hybridization of one part of primer with 

another part.” 
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Kampke used a equation (3.2) of scoring system to implement the primer annealing 

value. The function s is based on string alignment with overlapping regions. Let 

x=(x1, ..., xn) and y=(y1, …, yn), one of strings, y, is assumed to be enlarged at both 

ends by enough empty characters to simplify this formula. 
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(3.2)

Where {A, T} and {C, G} indicate two-element sets of nucleotides. The scoring 

function s is extended to function S to calculate the maximum of alignment values. 
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 (3.3)

The intuition of above function S is that string x is translated by k positions relative 

to the “initial” alignment with x1 corresponding to y1, x2 corresponding to y2, etc. Each 

alignment with at least one overlapping position of x and the proper part of y is 

considered. This corresponds to the translations k = -n+1,…,m-1. 

Self annealing of a primer p=(p1,…,pn) is tested by aligning p with itself in the 

opposite direction since nucleotide chains bond this way if they do at all; the 5’ end of 

one string is aligned with the 3’ end of the other, With reverse string p~ =( pn,…, p1) 

the leads to the self annealing score function (3.4).  

 Sa(p)= S( p~ ,p)   

(3.4)

Function S is now modified to allow only alignments such that x1 or ym belongs to 

the overlapping region. Also, scoring counts from these characters onwards in an 
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uninterrupted fashion where the latter means that a term contributing zero to the sum 

will stop summation. Formally, this self end annealing score is denoted S’’(x,y). The 

number of sum over which the maximum for the restricted alignment valued S’’ is 

actually taken on the sequence x and y. 

The test for self end annealing considers only those alignments for which 3’ end 

belongs to the overlapping region. Only subsequence of uninterrupted bonds 

beginning at the 3’ ends are considered for self-end annealing. It is more strict than 

self annealing function.  

 sea(p)= S’’( p~ ,p)  (3.5)

3.3 Pairs Annealing and Pairs-end Annealing 

Primer pairs are tested for unintended hybridization with each other. This test 

consists of two modes that are called pair annealing and pair-end annealing tests. Both 

primers p = (p1,…,pn) and q = (q1,…,qn) are arranged in all overlapping antithetic 

alignments and maximum scores are taken.  

 pa(p, q)= S( p~ ,q)  (3.6)

Pair-wise annealing values generalize the self annealing values in the sense of 

pa(p,p) = sa(p). The test for end annealing involves only alignments with at least one 

of the 3’ end belonging to the overlapping region and only subsequences of 

uninterrupted bonds beginning at one of the 3’ ends are considered for the pair end 

annealing value of p and q. 

 pea(p, q)= S’’( p~ ,q)  (3.7)
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3.4 GC Content 

Kampke [6] mentioned another important criterion that is simply to measure the 

percent of GC of the primer (also called “primer composition”). He mentioned that 

there is a simple formula to calculate as follows:  

 # #( ) G CGC p
p
+

=  
  

(3.8)

Where p is one primer, |p| is length of primer, #G is the number of G nucleotide in p 

primer, #C is the number of C nucleotide in p primer. Equation (3.8) is just used to 

compare the existence of three hydrogen bonds in GC base pairs to two of AT base 

pairs. 

Hiller [5] also stated that If GC content is too high, the primer may be forming 

secondary structure or annealing to non-specific region, while it is too low the primer 

couldn’t be annealing to its target sequence. 

3.5 Primer Length 

The definition of primer length is the number of oligonucleotides consisting of one 

primer. According to the contents of some recent researches [17, 18, 19, 20], usually 

primer length should be between 15 and 30 nucleotides, with optimal being 20 and 25 

nucleotides. Shorter primers could lead to amplification of non-specific product of 

PCR. Primers that are longer than 20 base pairs are usually unique for just one 

sequence in the genome. 

Kampke [6] stated that if the length of forward primer and reverse primer has the 

equal length would have better weight. 
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3.6 Introduction to Nearest-Neighbor Model 

In this section, we will discuss the history nearest-neighbor model. First is the 

relationship of DNA sequence stability and nearest-neighbor model. Second is to 

describe all components in the nearest-neighbor model. At the last, we explain the 

progress of improved nearest-neighbor model. Many research experiments have been 

done to improve the parameters of nearest-neighbor model. We try to reorganize the 

some previous papers with refined nearest-neighbor model and to raise more accurate 

prediction of melting temperature. 

3.6.1 Nearest-Neighbor Model to Predict Stability 

Estimation of helix stability has often been based on analysis of oligonucleotide 

duplexes in terms of nearest-neighbor contribution. SantaLucia [11] stated that there 

is a widely used method to predict DNA stability by using a nearest-neighbor. And it 

is pioneered by Tinoco and co-workers in 1974. Wells [17] showed that relative 

stability of a DNA sequence depends on it base sequences in some given sets of 

conditions. 

Marky and Breslauer [8] indicated that if we know the stability and the 

temperature-dependent parameters of each nearest-neighbor interaction, we are able to 

predict the stability and the melting behavior of any DNA sequence. 

In the result of previous experiments, Breslauer [2] showed that the sum of 

nearest-neighbor base interaction is in good agreement with the stability of DNA 

sequence. He also proposed that thermodynamics of free energy change ( °∆G ), 

enthalpy change ( °∆H ) and entropy change ( °∆S ) for helix formation and melting 
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temperature ( mT ) can be related to neighboring base interaction. Then he thought that 

thermodynamic of DNA duplex is the sum of the nearest-neighbor bases parameters. 

3.6.2 Components of Nearest-Neighbor Model 

Breslauer [2] provided ten different possible parameters in Watson-Crick DNA 

structure. These parameters are AA/TT, AT/TA, TA/AT, CA/GT, GT/CA, CT/GA, 

GA/CT, CG/GC, GC/CG, and GG/CC. The value of thermodynamic parameters will 

list in table3.2. He also provided an equation to calculate the sum of nearest-neighbor 

thermodynamic parameters in the mentioned equation (3.1).  

 

Table 3.2 Breslauer’s Thermodynamic Data 

Interaction °∆H  °∆S  °∆G  
AA/TT 9.1 24.0 1.9 
AT/TA 8.6 23.9 1.5 
TA/AT 6.0 16.9 0.9 
CA/GT 5.8 12.9 1.9 
GT/CA 6.5 17.3 1.3 
CT/GA 7.8 20.8 1.6 
GA/CT 5.6 13.5 1.6 
CG/GC 11.9 27.8 3.6 
GC/CG 11.1 26.7 3.1 
GG/CC 11.0 26.6 3.1 

 

3.6.3 Improved Nearest-Neighbor Model to Predict Stability 

In relative papers, the researchers show some differences thermodynamic data with 

previous nearest-neighbor parameter. In order to make better prediction, Sugimoto 
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and SantaLucia thought that it is necessary to refine thermodynamic parameters  

with larger amount of sample. 

There are two groups separately refined the thermodynamic parameters of 

nearest-neighbor model using different experimental data sets in 1996. One of groups, 

SantaLucia [11], reported for 26 oligonucleotides ranging from 4 to 16 base pairs. 

Thermodynamic data for 23 sequences are combined with data for 21 oligonucleotides 

from the previous literatures to derive improved nearest-neighbor parameters. This 

thermodynamic table is in table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 SantaLucia’s Thermodynamic Data 

Interaction °∆H  °∆S  °∆G  
AA/TT 8.4 23.6 1.02 
AT/TA 6.5 18.8 0.73 
TA/AT 6.3 18.5 0.60 
CA/GT 7.4 19.3 1.38 
GT/CA 8.6 23.0 1.43 
CT/GA 6.1 16.1 1.16 
GA/CT 7.7 20.3 1.46 
CG/GC 10.1 25.5 2.09 
GC/CG 11.1 28.4 2.28 
GG/CC 6.7 15.6 1.77 

Initiation at G．C 0 5.9 -1.82 
Initiation at A．T 0 9.0 -2.8 

Symmetry correction 0 1.4 -0.4 
5’-terminal T．A bp -0.4 0 -0.4 

Where initiation at G．C for duplex that have at least one G．C base pair, initiation 

at A．T for duplex that have only A．T base pair, symmetry correction is only used 

to self complementary sequence, and 5’-terminal T．A bp is to account for end effect, 

the 5’-T．A-3’ is given the penalty listed in table 3.1-2. But 5’-A．T-3’ is not. 
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Here are Comparison between Breslauer [2] and SantaLucia [11] by using standard 

deviation in the following: 

Table 3.4 Comparsion of Breslauer and SantaLucia Data 

 °∆G  °∆H  °∆S  TM 

Breslauer [9] 16% 12% 13% 6.0°C 
SantaLucia [12] 4% 7% 8% 1.8°C 

The other group, Sugimoto [16] measured 50 DNA to DNA duplexes and 15 other 
experiemental values obtained in different studies to derive the improved 
thermodynamic data. He also plus enthalpy change of a helix initiation factor in the 
improved nearest-neighbor model that is different with other studies. His improved 
thermodynamic data is in the following table 3.5.  

Table 3.5 Sugimoto’s Thermodynamic Data 
Interaction °∆H  °∆S  °∆G  

AA/TT 8.0 21.9 1.2 
AT/TA 5.6 15.2 0.9 
TA/AT 6.6 18.4 0.9 
CA/GT 8.2 21.0 1.7 
GT/CA 9.4 25.5 1.5 
CT/GA 6.6 16.4 1.5 
GA/CT 8.8 23.5 1.5 
CG/GC 11.8 29.0 2.8 
GC/CG 10.5 26.4 2.3 
GG/CC 10.9 28.4 2.1 

Initiation -0.6 9.0 3.4 
Self-complementary 0 1.4 -0.4 

Non-self-complementary 0 0 0 

Sugimoto also pointed that his improved parameter are useful to predict stability 

than SantaLucia. 

In 1998, SantaLucia [12] provided a unified view of oligonucleotides nearest- 

neighbor thermodynamics that are derived from 108 oligonucleotide duplexes to 

describe polymer and oligomers thermodynamic. He believed that a unified set of 
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nearest-neighbor parameters can make accurate predication of DNA oligomers and 

polymer therodynamics. Here is the unified thermodynamic table in the following. 

Table 3.6 SantaLucia’s Improved Thermodynamic Data 

Interaction °∆H  °∆S  °∆G  
AA/TT 7.9 22.2 1.00 
AT/TA 7.2 20.4 0.88 
TA/AT 7.2 21.3 0.58 
CA/GT 8.5 22.7 1.45 
GT/CA 8.4 22.4 1.44 
CT/GA 7.8 21.0 1.28 
GA/CT 8.2 22.2 1.30 
CG/GC 10.6 27.2 2.24 
GC/CG 9.8 24.4 1.84 
GG/CC 8.0 19.9 1.42 

Initiation at G．C -0.1 2.8 -0.98 
Initiation at A．T -2.3 -4.1 -1.03 

Symmetry correction 0 1.4 0 

 


